Subjects performed a continuous tracking concurrently with an intermittent visual detection task to investigate the existence of competition for a capacity-limited stage (a bottleneck stage). Both perceptual and response-related processes between the two tasks were examined behaviorally and the changes in brain activity during dual-tasking relative to single-task were also assessed. Tracking error and joystick speed were analyzed for changes that were time-locked to visual detection stimuli. The associated brain activations were examined with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). These were analyzed using mixed block and event-related models to tease apart sustained neural activity and activations associated with individual events. Increased tracking error and decreased joystick speed were observed relative to the target stimuli in the dual-task condition only, which supports the existence of a bottleneck stage in response-related processes. Neuroimaging data show decreased activation to target relative to non-target stimuli in the dual-task condition in the left primary motor and somatosensory cortices controlling right-hand tracking, consistent with the tracking interference observed in behavioral data. Furthermore, the ventral attention system, rather than the dorsal attention system, was found to mediate task coordination between tracking and visual detection.
Introduction
Skilled performance typically requires executing multiple tasks simultaneously, many of which incorporate a continuous task in tandem with discrete tasks. For example, in driving, steering a vehicle is performed simultaneously with acceleration or braking. A consistent finding in dual-task studies, where subjects simultaneously perform two tasks, is the degradation of performance in one or both tasks relative to that observed for the single-task alone [4, 15, 21, 24, 28, 34, 43, 45] . Understanding the behavioral and the neural mechanisms underlying this degradation is essential to the safe performance of these skills, an important factor especially during vehicle operation. While numerous studies have examined dual-tasking with two overlapping discrete tasks behaviorally and with neuroimaging [8, 15, 28, 34, 39, 41, 44] , studies combining behavioral with neuroimaging analyses to understand the effect of a continuous task simultaneously performed with a discrete task are still lacking. There is evidence that continuous tasks are divided into a series of discrete tasks, the scheduling of which may dif-fer from executing discrete tasks alone [34, 47] . In well practiced subjects, van Mier et al. [47] found that motor execution for a previous move and motor planning for the next move overlapped in a continuous motor task. In continuous dual-tasking, the amount of interference was found to be dependent on the identity of the overlapping processing stages and was reduced when the retention stage of one task overlapped with the response stage of a second task relative to the interference during overlapping response stage in both tasks [17] . Thus, when a continuous task is performed simultaneously with a discrete task, the mechanism of dual-task interference may be distinct from that found in dual discrete tasks given the flexibility in task scheduling available to continuous tasks. The present study examined dual-tasking with a continuous task, compensatory tracking, and an intermittent task, visual detection, both behaviorally and with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to determine the neural changes involved in dual-task interference.
Behavioral dual-task studies
Studies that have tested the effect of a simultaneous discrete task on continuous tracking have found performance decrement in one or both of tracking and the additional task [35] . For exam-ple, Griew [13] examined the effect of tracking concurrently with an auditory reaction time (RT) task. Subjects tracked with their left hand while responding to auditory signals with their right hand. Griew found a significant decrease in tracking performance as well as increases in RT relative to the corresponding measures in the single-task condition. Monty and Ruby [30] also found performance decrements in both tasks when tracking was executed simultaneously with a visual motor task. Netick and Klapp [31] reported changes in tracking behavior when concurrently performed with an auditory go/no-go task. Overall, tracking performance was consistently found to be degraded in the dual-task condition.
The sensorimotor processing in many motor tasks is understood to involve serial processing stages from initial perceptual states to final stages concerned with response programming and execution [29, 42] . For most tasks, the perceptual stages provide for stimulus detection and identification, and the response stages include selection and execution of the appropriate motor response. Performance degradation is attributed to limitation in the capacity of one or more stages shared between concurrent tasks, causing a bottleneck in the processing stream [8, 34] . Processing bottlenecks have been found for both perceptual [20] and response stages [32, 34] . Behaviorally, our study aimed to tease apart perceptual and response processes as the cause of performance degradation.
Both perceptual and response stages may be shared by the two tasks used in our study, compensatory tracking and visual detection, and might cause performance degradation [8] . In the current experimental design, visual stimuli for tracking were confined to the center of the screen while the detection stimuli resided in the periphery. Thus, saccades made to a peripheral detection stimulus from the central tracking field may be detrimental to tracking performance [9] . Deubel and Schneider [9] reported evidence for saccade to be indissociable from visual attention. In our study, saccade made to the detection stimuli may interfere with perception of the tracking cursor movement, and thus may underlie apparent competition for visual processing resources. As regards response processing, even though tracking was executed by the right hand and response to visual detection was made with the left, a common process may be responsible for generating motor instructions for both hands such that while instructions for one hand is processed, the other hand has to halt its movements until processing is completed for the first task.
In order to identify the bottleneck stage(s) shared by two concurrent tasks, previous studies manipulated different aspects of tasks, such as the stimulus onset asynchrony or the level of task difficulty, and measured changes in RT for both tasks [8, 21, 24, 33] . RT cannot readily be obtained in a continuous tracking task. To circumvent this difficulty we determined the changes in tracking error and movement speed that were time-locked to stimulus onset in the detection task. These variables quantify tracking behavior directly in terms of task performance and motor output, respectively. Thus, processing stages that experience dual-task interference can be identified by comparing trials that require specific stages of stimulus or response processing to ones that do not.
To control for stimulus processing required for the detection task, those same stimuli were also presented in the single-task tracking condition but subjects were told to ignore them. This manipulation maintained consistent visual stimulation between the single and the dual-task conditions and thus the main difference in processing stages between the non-targets in the two conditions was higher order perceptual processes. Increases in tracking error following non-target stimulus onset in the dual but not in the single-task condition would indicate a bottleneck in perceptual processing stages.
Response processing bottleneck would be revealed by changes in tracking error relative to the targets but that would not be observed for the non-target in the dual-task condition. Responserelated processes were only active in target stimuli. Therefore, any changes associated only with target stimuli would reflect interference from response processes. If both perceptual and response processes contain processing bottleneck stages, then tracking error and joystick speed should show two periods of change during target stimuli and one period of change during non-target stimuli in the dual-task condition.
Neuroimaging dual-task studies
Neuroimaging studies of dual-tasking have reported two main types of effects. First, reduced dual-task activation relative to single-task regions were reported [12, 22, 23] . For example, Just et al. [23] compared brain activation in a driving simulation task when performed alone and while responding to true or false verbal questions. The authors reported decreased activation in the parietal lobe while performing both tasks relative to drivingonly activation. The deactivation was likely due to interference from the verbal questions, reducing the amount of processing devoted to driving. Even though the interaction between tracking and visual detection in our study may cause brain activation changes different from that between driving and verbal processes, areas associated with tracking, such as the left primary motor and somatosensory cortices, should be affected similarly by a secondary task (i.e. decreased activation relative to single-task tracking).
The second effect seen in neuroimaging studies of dual-tasking is increased activation associated with the scheduling of two conflicting tasks [15, [39] [40] [41] 44] . Task order control is the assignment of priority to two simultaneous tasks for access to a bottleneck process. It becomes essential when conflict arises between two tasks and requires proportioning attention to the more immediate task, thus providing the task with access priority to the bottleneck stage. To locate brain regions associated with task order control, trials that need active task order control can be compared with those that only need passive control, such as task switching trials (active reversal of task order) relative to non-switch trials (same task order as previous trial) [44] . Any region that shows greater activation in the switch trials than the non-switch trials would be involved in task order control. Both Szameitat et al. [44] and Stelzel et al. [41] reported increased activation in the lateral prefrontal cortex to be associated with task scheduling. Alternatively, the intermittent appearance of detection stimuli may also trigger bottom-up attentional areas [6] , drawing attention away from the primary task [27] . The bottom-up attention system differs from task order control in that it is externally motivated rather than guided by internal goals, thus it can replace the need for task order control in order to resolve dual-task conflict. Corbetta and Shulman [6] reported activation in the inferior frontal region to be part of the bottom-up attention system whereas the lateral prefrontal cortex is associated with active task scheduling in Szameitat et al. [44] . The pattern of frontal activation associated with a processing bottleneck stage in our result can elucidate the importance of each system in dual-tasking involving a continuous task.
To summarize we hypothesized that a bottleneck stage would produce: (a) increased tracking error time-locked to detection stimulus onset, (b) decreased joystick speed time-locked to detection stimulus onset, (c) decreased brain activation in areas mediating tracking performance, and (d) increased activation in the frontal cortex. Observation of these four effects would provide evidence of a bottleneck stage in the: (a) perceptual stages if the effects are found in the comparison between non-target stimuli in the single vs. the dual-task condition, and (b) response-related stages if the effects are found in dual-task target rather than non-target stimuli. 
Participants
Two separate groups of subjects were included in the study. Both were tested under the same conditions, but the second group later participated in a sleep deprivation study. Behavioral and fMRI data for the second group were acquired before subjects were sleep deprived. All subjects were right-handed and screened to ensure that they had no history of medical, psychiatric, neurological, sleep disorder, or color-blindness. In group 1, 26 subjects were recruited but 4 had to be exclude (one subject excluded due to MR artifact, one subject due to poor performance-the mean tracking error was at maximum value, and two subjects due to equipment failure), leaving 22 subjects for the analyses. Subjects ranged in age 20-33 years old (mean = 26.4 ± 3.4 years). In group 2, 34 out of 37 participants were included in the analyses and they ranged in age from 18 to 34 years (mean = 23.1 ± 3.1 years). Three subjects were excluded for poor behavioral performance: two subjects did not perform the tracking task and one subject responded to the detection task in the single-task condition. Informed consent, as approved by the Internal Review Board of the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Columbia University, was obtained prior to study participation, and after the nature and risks of the study were explained. Subjects were paid for their participation in the study.
Task
All subjects were tested in both single and dual-task conditions. For the singletask condition they performed only a visuomotor compensatory tracking task. In the dual-task they also performed a visual detection task. In order to match visual stimulation, the visual stimuli for this matching task were also presented during the single-task condition but subjects were instructed to make no response to these cues.
Three phases of the study included titration, training, and testing. For titration and training, subjects sat facing a computer monitor (30.5 cm). Their right hand held a joystick through which they could control the motions of a cursor, and their left index finger was on the right button of a mouse to respond to the detection task. For testing, subjects lay in the MRI scanner. Task stimuli were back-projected onto a screen located at the foot of the MRI bed using an LCD projector. Stimuli subtended 10.5
• by 10.5
• visual angle on the screen. Subjects viewed the screen via a mirror system located in the head coil. All subjects had vision corrected to as normal as needed using MR compatible glasses (manufactured by Safe Vision, LLC, Webster Groves, MO). Tracking control was performed with an MR-compatible joystick (Resonance Technology) placed to the right of subject's thighs. Detection responses were made on a LUMItouch response system (Photon Control Company) with the response paddle placed to the left of subject's thighs. Task onset was electronically synchronized with the MRI acquisition computer. Task administration and data collection were controlled using REALbasic. A Carnegie Mellon Button Box (New Micros, Inc., Dallas, TX) provided digital input-output for the response system and synchronization with the MRI acquisition computer, as well as millisecond accurate timing of responses.
For the compensatory tracking, a white plus sign constituted the reference position and was drawn at a fixed location at the center of the screen. At trial onset the cursor was aligned with the crosshair. Cursor position was updated every 40 ms. At each update, a continuously varying pseudorandom perturbation was added to the previous x and y coordinates of the cursor. This had the effect of moving the cursor away from the center as though an unpredictable force had been applied to the subject's hand. The task was then to maintain the cursor position aligned with the reference position (the plus sign) and to counteract the perturbation force. The cursor position at each update was further determined by the net sum of all previous joystick movements such that a 2 unit movement in the positive × direction would continue to push the cursor to the right by 2 units until a joystick movement in the negative × direction of equal magnitude was made. The maximum cursor displacement from the reference point was 100 pixels at a screen resolution of 800 by 600 pixels.
In order to equalize task difficulty across subjects, perturbation magnitude was titrated for each subject according to their performance in the single-task condition. Titration was standardized to a median tracking error of 15 pixels by adjusting the perturbation magnitude based on performance across thirty 30-s blocks with an inter-trial interval (ITI) of 2 s for a total of 16 min.
For both training and testing, each tracking trial lasted 2 min. Training for the task lasted 27.4 min on 6 trials each of single and dual-task conditions. Testing in the MRI scanner consisted of 3 blocks in which both conditions were presented twice and randomly ordered across subjects. Each testing block was 11.87 min with a 40-s rest interval and 2-s instruction screen at the start of each tracking trial. The rest screen presented the same visual stimuli as in a test trial instead of a non-blank rest screen in order to subtract visual activation from all functional activations.
For the visual detection task, stimuli consisted of four circles arranged one in each of the four corners of the screen appearing concurrently with the tracking cursor. The circles start with one of the four possible colors (red, blue, green, and yellow), and may take on any of the four possible colors every few seconds. Color match between diagonally positioned circles constituted a target signal and subjects were instructed to respond with a button press using their left index finger, while any other circle color change was a non-target stimulus. Six target stimuli were presented in every 2-min tracking trial. Mean ITI for target stimuli was 19.3 ± 10.0 s, and each target stimulus remained on the screen for 8 s. Mean ITI for non-target stimuli was 3.86 ± 2.44 s with a range of 2-12 s. To maintain equal visual stimulation between the two conditions, detection stimuli were presented in the single-task condition, but subjects were instructed to ignore the detection stimulus. Target and non-target stimuli were presented at the same frequency as in the dual-task condition. A 2 s instruction screen before each tracking trial informed subjects of the condition type to be performed. The word 'Track' remained on the left and right side of the screen throughout single-task trials and 'Circles' in dual-task trials.
Procedure
Before testing, subjects were trained to perform the tasks and perturbations were titrated. For group 1, titration and training were performed on the same day as testing whereas group 2 subjects were titrated and trained two weeks prior to testing in accordance with the protocol of the larger study. For tracking, the behavioral data included tracking error, joystick position, cursor position, perturbation, and for visual detection, the onsets of target and non-target stimuli, and RT for target responses.
fMRI data acquisition
During each block of testing, 285 T2*-weighted images (BOLD images) [28] , were acquired with an Intera 1.5-T Phillips MR scanner equipped with a 6-channel SENSE head coil [36] , using a gradient echo echo-planar (GE-EPI) sequence (time echo/time repetition [TE/TR] = 50/2500 ms; flip angle = 90
• ; 80 × 80 matrix, in-plane voxel size = 3.124 mm × 3.124 mm; slice thickness = 6 mm [no gap]; 25 trans-axial slices per volume; interleaved slice acquisition). Four additional GE-EPI excitations were performed before the task began to allow transverse magnetization to approach its steady-state value; the data for these excitations were discarded. A T1-weighted spoiled gradient image was acquired from each subject for spatial normalization purposes (TE/TR = 3/25 ms; flip angle = 45
• , 256 × 256 matrix; in-plane voxel size = 0.781 mm × 0.781 mm; slice thickness = 1.5 mm [no gap]; 124 transaxial slices per volume).
Behavioral data analysis 2.5.1. Tracking error
Root-mean-square (RMS) of the tracking error was calculated using the formula mean(x 2 + y 2 ), where x and y were the horizontal and vertical cursor distances at each time point, respectively, from the center of the screen in pixels. Screen size was approximately 82 pixels per inch.
Joystick speed
Joystick speed between two time points (t1, t2) was calculated by
with jx and jy being the joystick's horizontal and vertical distance, respectively, from the joystick's neutral position. Joystick speed was then low-pass filtered with 101 order finite impulse response filter having a cut-off frequency of 0.2 Hz. The order and cut-off frequency were selected to filter out high frequency changes while preserving the trend in joystick movement. Low-pass filtering joystick speed allowed investigation of the slower metabolic change in the brain in relation to movement.
Trial means analyses
Repeated-measures ANOVAs were conducted separately for tracking error, joystick speed, reaction time to detection stimuli, the number of hits (correct response to target trials), and the number of false alarms. Each ANOVA consisted of 2 conditions (single/dual-task) × 3 blocks × 2 trials with group (1 and 2) as the between-subjects factor. P-values for factors that did not satisfy the sphericity assumption were corrected using the Huynh-Feldt correction.
Binned time-series analyses
To explore temporal changes in tracking that might not be detectable in the mean values for each trial, tracking error and joystick speed were binned and timelocked to detection stimulus onset. The presence of a bottleneck stage would be shown by comparisons between: (1) non-target stimuli in the single vs. dual-task condition for perceptual stages and (2) target vs. non-target stimuli in the dual-task condition for response stages.
Stimulus-locked tracking error and joystick speed were each divided into 640 ms bins from 8000 ms before to 8000 ms after onset for each detection stimulus type. This interval was chosen because 8000 ms was the duration of each target stimulus presentation during which only one target stimulus was on the screen. Bin width of 640 ms divided the 16,000 ms window of interest into 25 bins. For both variables, binned time-series data were calculated separately for target and non-target stimuli within both single and dual-task conditions. Non-target stimuli only included circle color changes that did not overlap with a target stimulus. joystick speed time-series were each analyzed using an ANOVA design consisting of 2 conditions × 2 stimulus types × 25 bins × 2 groups. A priori contrast analyses were performed by comparing each bin mean to the grand mean of the 25 bins.
2.6. fMRI statistical analysis 2.6.1. Preprocessing All image preprocessing and analysis were implemented using the SPM5 software package (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology [10] ) and other in-house code written in MATLAB 7.1 (Mathworks, Natick, MA). The following procedures were used for each subject's GE-EPI data set. Data were temporally shifted to correct for the order of slice acquisition, using the first slice acquired in the TR as the reference. All GE-EPI images were realigned to the first volume of the first session and then coregistered to the T1-weighted (structural) image using mutual information. The structural image was then used to determine parameters for transformation into standard space defined by the Montreal Neurologic Institute template brain supplied with SPM5. This transformation was then applied to the GE-EPI data, which were resliced using sinc-interpolation to 2 mm × 2 mm × 2 mm and then spatially smoothed with an 8 mm full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) kernel.
Time-series modeling
The fMRI data analysis comprised two levels of voxel-wise general linear model (GLM) [16] : the first-level GLM is a time-series analysis that yields summary measures to be used in the second-level GLM, which affords statistical inference at the group level. In the (subject-separable) first-level GLM, the GE-EPI time-series were modeled with regressors representing the expected BOLD fMRI response to each condition (single and dual-task) and to target and non-target stimuli in each condition for each of the three blocks plus a regressor representing the instruction screen for each block. Additional regressors were added for false alarms and misses, which varied by block and subject. For each block, both single and dual-task condition regressors were parametrically modulated by the corresponding joystick speed to locate brain regions that correlated with joystick speed across time. The regressors were constructed by convolutions of an indicator sequence (i.e. a train of discretetime delta functions) representing tracking and detection event onsets, an assumed BOLD impulse response function (as represented by default in SPM5), and a rectangular function of duration dictated by the duration of the assumed neural response [49] . In particular, correctly responded target stimulus regressors were modeled with event durations equaling to the respective reaction time [14] .
In order to minimize the correlation between predictors in the time-series model, the non-target onset predictors were orthogonalized with respect to the tracking predictor. The tracking predictor contained the mean activation of the entire trial, which included not only activity related to tracking, but also any activity that persisted for most of the trial. Since non-target stimuli occurred fairly frequently throughout the trial, it was unavoidable that the tracking block contained some variability associated with non-target stimuli. For the non-target predictor, orthogonalization only removed the mean from the predictor, but the predictor still corresponded to the time-varying signal change associated with non-target event onsets, enabling valid interpretation of this predictor after orthogonalization. The contrast estimate images were then used as the dependent variable in a second-level GLM.
Group analyses
Group GLM was performed on four effects of interest: (a) baseline activation associated with visuomotor tracking, (b) dual vs. single-task tracking, (c) non-target stimuli in the single vs. the dual-task condition, and (d) target vs. non-target stimuli in the dual-task condition. For each model, univariate statistical parametric modeling [SPM: [11] ] was performed to localize regions showing the effects of interest. Contrasts of the parameter estimates from single-subject models were entered into random-effects analyses (repeated-measures ANOVA). Group identity was entered as the between-group factor in each model. Except where mentioned, results were manually corrected for multiple comparisons across the whole-brain using the Bonferroni correction for the number of resolution elements [48] , using an extent threshold of 10 contiguous voxels. Likely cytoarchitectonic labels for cluster maxima in these thresholded patterns were obtained using Talairach daemon software [26] and checked with visual inspection.
Results

Behavioral data
Behavioral findings were analyzed in terms of trial means and of the means of binned data time-locked to detection stimulus onset. Trial means ANOVA tested the effects of Condition × Block × Trial × Group on the dependent variables tracking error, joystick speed, and false alarms, and for the dependent variables RT to target response and the number of correct responses, the effects were Block × Trial × Group. Binned means ANOVA for stimulus-locked tracking error and joystick speed contained the factors Condition × Stimulus type × Bin × Group. The trials means analyses are presented first, followed by the binned means analyses, then group effects are discussed.
3.1.1. Trial means analyses 3.1.1.1. Tracking variables. The mean tracking error across both conditions was 22.89 ± 0.938 pixels. Increased tracking error was observed in the dual-task condition relative to the single-task condition; the dual-task condition was more difficult than the single-task condition, F(1,50) = 4.262, p < 0.05. Significant interaction between Block and Condition showed that tracking error remained constant across blocks in the single-task condition but in the dual-task condition tracking error decreased from blocks 1 to 3, F(2,100) = 3.728, p < 0.05, which may be attributed to a learning effect in the more difficult condition. The main effects Block and Trial were not significant (Block: trial. There were more false alarms in the dual than in the singletask condition, F(1,50) = 41.69, p < 0.001. The number of false alarms remained low across blocks in the single-task condition but followed a decreasing trend during the dual-task condition from block 1 to 3, F(2,100) = 4.459, p < 0.05. The corresponding main effect of block was also significant, F(2,100) = 4.470, p < 0.05. Thus, the number of false alarms showed a small learning effect in the detection task across blocks but the alertness, as measured by RT, deteriorated slightly as testing progressed, but most importantly, accuracy for detection task was near perfect.
Binned means analyses
Here we examine the changes in tracking error and joystick speed relative to onsets of the two detection stimulus types in both test conditions. ANOVA results for both tracking error and joystick speed showed that the bin means were different between conditions and stimulus types (tracking error: F(24,1296) = 3.632, p < 0.001; joystick speed: F(24,1296) = 5.369, p < 0.001), with most of the corresponding interactions and main effects also significant. Deviation contrast comparisons located significant changes in the bins after target stimulus presentations in the dual-task condition only. No change was observed in bins relative to non-target stimuli in both single and dual-task conditions as well as in bins relative to target stimuli in the single-task condition. The results suggest that tracking error and joystick speed were not affected by the detection stimuli in the single-task condition or by non-target stimuli in the dual-task condition (see Fig. 1 top) , but that tracking error increased and joystick speed decreased significantly after the target stimulus onset in the dual-task condition. The lack of change in tracking variables during non-target stimuli in both conditions is consistent with the lack of a bottleneck stage in perceptual processes. On the other hand, target stimuli induced a significant change in tracking error and joystick speed, indicating a bottleneck stage in response processing.
Group effect
The two groups showed similar effects in task manipulations except for the Block and the Trial effects in tracking error and for the Condition effect in false alarms. Group 2 subjects reduced tracking error with practice, i.e. with successive blocks and trials while group 1's performance remained constant (F(2,100) = 3.727, p < 0.05 for blocks; and F(1,50) = 5.282, p < 0.05 for trials). The decrease may be attributed to the longer time interval between training and testing for group 2 than group 1, resulting in the improvement in performance observed. Group 2 subjects also displayed more false alarms than subjects in group 1, F(1,50) = 15.14, p < 0.001. More specifically, the increase in false alarms from the single to the dualtask condition was greater in group 2 than group 1, F(1,50) = 17.18, p < 0.001. Group 2 subjects underwent a separate test in the MRI prior to the tracking test session. The heavier testing load placed on group 2 subjects may have resulted in a higher level of fatigue in these subjects, which may have increased the number of false alarms committed. For the binned time-series analyses, various bins showed significant differences in the deviation contrasts for interactions involving the group factor, but these differences did not show any remarkable trend with respect to stimulus onset. As the bottom of Fig. 1 illustrates, both groups followed the same overall trend relative to stimulus presentation and response for both tracking error and joystick speed. Thus, it is likely that the significant differences found were spurious effects. The overall behavioral result suggests that the two groups displayed similar performance. Table 1 shows the brain regions activated in this analysis. The t-threshold was corrected with family-wise error correction, at p < 0.05 and an extent threshold of 50 contiguous voxels. Singletask tracking positively activated the left primary motor cortex, the left premotor cortex, and the left somatosensory cortex consistent with the use of the right hand in tracking. Bilateral supplementary motor area (SMA), bilateral inferior parietal lobule, and bilateral extrastriate cortex including area V5 (MT), and the right cerebellum, in particular the right culmen and the declive (lobules V and VI) were also activated. Tracking was associated with decreased activation relative to baseline in the extrastriate cortex, bilaterally.
Imaging results
Single-task tracking
Dual vs. single-task tracking
Brain areas associated with greater activation in the dual vs. single-task condition were bilateral extrastriate cortices and left inferior parietal lobule (Table 2) Note. Tal = Talairach coordinates; Lat = laterality; BA = Brodmann area; k = cluster size.
Dual vs. single-task non-target stimuli
The goal of comparing brain activity during non-target stimuli in the dual vs. the single-task condition was to identify areas associated with a bottleneck stage in the perceptual processes. Table 3 and Fig. 2 show the activated areas. Regions with greater activity in the dual than single-task condition in this analysis were bilateral extrastriate cortices, right superior parietal lobule, and left inferior frontal gyrus. There was no activation greater in the single than the dual-task condition for non-target stimuli.
Target vs. non-target stimuli in the dual-task condition
Comparison of target and non-target stimuli was intended to reveal brain areas associated with a bottleneck stage in response processing. Table 4 and Fig. 3 show the activated regions in this comparison. Greater activation was found in target than non-target stimuli in the right primary motor cortex, somatosensory cortex, thalamus, bilateral anterior cingulate, inferior frontal gyrus (BA 47), and anterior insula, left inferior parietal cortex, and declive in the left cerebellum. Decreased activation in target than non-target Table 3 Talairach coordinates and anatomical locations for areas with greater activation to non-target stimuli in the dual than the single-task condition sorted by the z coordinate of the voxel with the highest t-value in each cluter. stimuli was found in the left primary motor and somatosensory cortices, consistent with the behavioral finding that a bottleneck stage exists in response processing.
Group differences
There were no group differences for the contrasts single-task tracking and dual vs. single-task tracking, but group differences were found for dual vs. single-task non-target stimuli and dual-task non-target vs. target stimuli. Table 5 shows the neuroanatomical labels for regions with differential activation between the two groups. These significant clusters each consisted of 22 voxels or smaller and were sparsely distributed across the brain, which suggests that these activations were likely due to Type I error rather than true group effects.
Discussion
The goals of this study were to evaluate whether dual-task interference in continuous tracking results from bottleneck stages in the perceptual and/or response-related processes, and using fMRI to examine changes in brain activation when simultaneously performing a continuous and a discrete task.
Perception
The dual-task effect of perceptual processing was tested with non-target stimuli in the single vs. in the dual-task condition. Since color identification and comparison were not required in the singletask condition, visual processing in the single-task condition can be assumed to be limited. Any difference exhibited only during nontarget stimuli in the dual-task condition was attributable to greater perceptual load during dual-task trials. The binned time-series analyses did not show any change in tracking error or joystick speed between single and dual-task non-target stimuli, and thus tracking was not interrupted by the additional simultaneous visual processes recruited by the secondary task, supporting the conclusion that visual perception was not a bottleneck stage that interrupts continuous tracking performance. Our result replicates Netick and Klapp's [31] study despite differences in stimulus modality (visual vs. auditory) of the discrete task. However, their study design dif- Note. Dashes in column k indicate regions that are part of the previous cluster listed. Tal = Talairach coordinates; Lat = laterality; BA = Brodmann's area; k = cluster size; na = not available.
fered from that in the current study in that they used a precue to signal target instead of a control condition for non-target stimuli, thus precluding an analysis directly comparable to ours. Even with design differences, the lack of performance changes relative to non-target stimuli across time is consistent with our result. It is also possible that dual-task performance cost during perception only occurred in the visual detection task, thus not observable in tracking performance. Ideally, performance during single-task visual detection would be compared to detection performance during dual-tasking. Being that non-targets do not elicit any response, however, performance change can only be observed in targets, which contain both perceptual and response stages. Thus, perceptual dual-task effect cannot be separated from response effects in our study design, which was intended to examine the effect of dual-tasking on continuous tracking and is not suitable to measure dual-task effect on the discrete task. Future studies should devise a different experimental design that will enable examination of the perceptual dual-task effect on a discrete task due to a concurrent continuous task.
Increased brain activation was found in dual-task non-target relative to non-target in the single-task tracking condition even though behavioral result suggested the lack of a perceptual bottleneck. Given that interference was not apparent in behavior, the associated increased brain activation was likely due to a higher perceptual demand imposed by the additional visual detection task. These regions may have been associated purely with the processing of the detection task. To further investigate this possibility, future studies should include a single-task condition for visual detection and compare the brain activation pattern associated with single-task visual detection to the regions found in the current study.
Response processing
Tracking interference was only observed in target stimuli around the onset of target response and manifested by significant decrements in joystick speed from 200 ms before to 400 ms after response followed by significant increase in tracking error at approximately 640 ms after response. Changes in tracking variables observed only in target stimuli are consistent with a bottleneck stage in response-related processes, which replicated Netick and Klapp's [31] result, in which the researchers reported increased hesitation frequency (a measure of the number of times the tracking hand stopped movement) relative to an auditory go signal while no effect was found in response to a no-go signal.
Since a bottleneck stage is a process shared by both tasks, a likely candidate for a bottleneck stage would be a function that is performed by the same region for both hands. One such process is movement selection, found to be related to activity in the left premotor cortex [37] . Studies using Positron Emission Tomography [38] and Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation [19] reported the involvement of an area in the left premotor cortex in the movement selection of both the left and the right hands. Our imaging results are consistent with the interpretation that the left premotor cortex is a bottleneck in our study design: the left premotor cortex was activated during single-task tracking as well as for dual-task targets (result not reported here), illustrating the involvement of this region in both tasks. While it is possible that the dual-task target contrast does not necessarily have to be composed of activation due to the visual detection task and may include tracking activity, based on the observed significant decrease in joystick speed as well as the decreased left primary motor activity during dual-task target response, it is unlikely that tracking activity contributed significantly to the left premotor activation in the dual-task target contrast.
Recent studies reported the phenomenon of crosstalk between conflicting responses in dual-task studies (e.g. left vs. right). Koch [25] showed that left/right button press was delayed when a nontask-related but simultaneous visual-verbal task elicits response in the opposite direction (a right side response when a left button press is the correct response and vice versa). Crosstalk may be a different mechanism from the bottleneck observed in our study because crosstalk is elicited by two opposing responses whereas in our study design the movement performed by the left and the right hands are unrelated to each other: downward button press vs. forward/backward and left/right movements. Furthermore, left premotor cortex is not likely to be involved in crosstalk because crosstalk can occur among any modality (e.g. manual and verbal) suggesting a higher level processing than at the motor processing level.
It was hypothesized that a bottleneck stage should be associated with two effects in brain activation: decreased activation in dual-task relative to single-task in regions associated with tracking, and increased activation in frontal regions associated with attention regulation. Comparison between target and non-target stimuli in the dual-task condition revealed the hypothesized up and down regulation of neural activity. Decreased activation in target relative to non-target stimuli was observed in the left primary motor and the left somatosensory cortex. Our result is consistent with the down regulation of task-related regions during dualtasking reported by previous dual-task studies [12, 22, 23] . Our study showed highly significant activation in the left primary motor and the left somatosensory cortex in the single-task condition, but under dual-task load, activity in these regions decreased significantly. These regions are associated with the control of right hand movement; decreased activation in these regions is consistent with exaggerated tracking error and slowed tracking speed concurrent with target responses. Activity in the primary motor cortex was positively correlated with the amplitude of movement in a stepwise tracking task [46] . The decreased activity in the primary motor cortex observed in our study, therefore, likely contributed to decreased joystick speed which then, due to decreased amounts of error correction movement, resulted in increased tracking error. Thus, the down regulation of the primary motor cortex and somatosensory cortex during target responses attributed to the increase in tracking error.
Greater activation in target than non-target stimuli were found in regions associated with left-hand motor response as well as prefrontal regions known to participate in attention control, which was consistent with the hypothesized increase in brain activation associated with task control. Of the significant regions observed, the anterior insula, the anterior cingulate cortex, the inferior frontal gyrus and the inferior parietal gyrus form the core areas of the ventral attention system [3, 6] . Corbetta and Shulman [6] presented evidence for a ventral attention system that was stimulus driven such that stimulus changes activated this system to enable a bottom-up orientation of attention. This is distinguished from a complementary, or top-down mechanism, orienting attention. This latter system is essential for internal control of orientation guided by goals and is embodied in activation of the dorsal attention system [6] . The target stimulus onset most likely triggered the ventral attention system, engaging and re-orienting attention whenever a target stimulus was presented. Activation of the ventral attention system by target stimuli was likely caused by the higher saliency associated with target stimuli due to the lower presentation frequency of targets relative to non-targets-target stimuli being presented only six times per 2-min tracking trial while non-targets were presented every few seconds. This is consistent with the lack of activation in our study in the prefrontal cortex (specifically BA 6, 9, and 44) as was reported by Szameitat et al. [44] to be involved in task order control. These regions were hypothesized to resolve conflicting dual-task processes. However, the design used by Szameitat et al. was task switching which required goal-motivated attentional orientation towards the first of a pair of tasks. In our task, the higher salience of target stimuli may have obviated the need for active selection of task order, providing the detection task priority access to the bottleneck stage, the premotor cortex in our task, while the tracking task temporarily slowed down. The role of the bottom-up attention system was limited to the detection of targets, after which the more immediate detection task was processed by the premotor cortex first. Since instructions were temporarily lacking for the tracking task, the tracking hand slowed its movement until the premotor cortex completes processing for the detection task and resumes sending tracking instructions. It is also possible, however, that tracking had to be actively inhibited upon detection of the target. Activation of the right inferior frontal cortex has been associated with inhibition of ongoing action [2, 5] . The role of the right inferior frontal region in the bottom-up attention system observed in our result may be to suppress any ongoing action as an alarming stimulus is detected.
Sustained activation
Neuroimaging data showed an increase in activation in the right middle occipital region, the left posterior fusiform gyrus, and the left inferior parietal lobule throughout dual-task tracking relative to single-task tracking. The GLM model used in the SPM analysis was able to tease out persistent activations throughout tracking trials from event-related activations. Therefore, the three significant regions were in fact sustained throughout dualtask tracking. Sustained activation in the occipital region could be attributed to the increase in visual processing required for both cursor movements and colored detection stimuli. Left fusiform gyrus was associated with color discrimination [1] , which was an important process in visual detection stimulus identification. Activation of visual detection stimulus feature discrimination may have been sustained throughout the tracking trials because there were stimulus presentations every few seconds throughout the trials resulting in constant activation in these regions. Inferior parietal lobule activation was associated with visual attention [7] for which there was increased demand in the dual-task condition.
Continuous-discrete vs. discrete-discrete dual-task interference
Our study simultaneously employed a continuous and a discrete task to study the effect of dual-task interference on the continuous task. Our results suggest differences as well as similarities between interference observed in continuous-discrete and discrete-discrete dual-tasks. Perceptual dual-task interference was reported by Jiang [18] in which stimuli presented in the periphery caused longer RT than when stimuli was presented in the center. While our visual detection stimuli were presented in the periphery, the lack of perceptual interference may be attributed to the flexible scheduling between tracking and visual detection which enables the processing of the visual detection stimuli while motor execution is performed for tracking [47] , thus avoiding conflicting need for a shared process.
On the other hand, response bottleneck was observed in our study. In discrete-discrete dual-tasking, interference during response has been associated with both response selection [34] and motor execution [24] . Herath et al. [15] further localized the right inferior frontal cortex to be involved in dual-task interference between a visual and a somatosensory RT task, which is also a brain region active in our task during dual-task interference between continuous and discrete tasks. Thus, our study suggests dual-tasking between a continuous and a discrete task agrees with the response bottleneck observed between concurrent discrete tasks. A possible reason that interference was not avoided for response stages in our continuous-discrete dual-task design is that the length of the visual detection response stages may be longer than the tracking perceptual stages. When a response is made to the target, even though the perceptual stages for tracking may take place simultaneously with response processing for visual detection, tracking perceptual stages are completed earlier than response processing for the detection task, and since response to both tasks share the same process, tracking response processing is delayed until detection response processing is completed.
Conclusion
Continuous tracking performed concurrently with a visual detection task caused degradation in tracking when response was made to target stimuli, consistent with a bottleneck stage in response processes. Decreased brain activity in the left primary motor cortex likely attributed to worsened tracking performance by decreasing the amount of error-correcting movement. Increased activation in regions associated with the bottom-up attention system suggests that conflict between the two tasks was likely resolved by re-orientation of attention to target stimuli, which was assigned a higher processing priority due to its rare occurrence compared to the continuous tracking task. Our study provided evidence for dual-task conflict resolution by the bottom-up attention system, a system rarely associated with dual-task conflict resolution.
